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BETTINA BIEN GREAVES

February II, 1986

Dr. Hans Sennholz
200 E. Pine
Grove City, PA 16127
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Dear Hans:
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We h ear d recent1 y f rom a young man-l'-h"
w 0 ~s anx~ous to earn
a graduate degree in economics, but who is unable to take
the time to attend courses on a college campus. He looked
for a long time for a university that would give a,graduate degree by correspondence and finally discovered that
the University of South Africa did. He wrote us:

After much investive work, I found that the only
university that one could attend by mail was the
University of South Africa.
(I am sure that there
are other accredited universities in this world.)
So I joined. Then I found that the University of
South Africa promoted ONLY John Maynard Keynes'
journals. They never even MENTIONED the Austrian
School.
This young man is now living and working in Korea. Percy
and I had some correspondence with him several years ago
and he seems to have a very sincere interest and quite a
good understanding of "Austrian" economics and Mises. So
I have now written him in part as follows:
I probably wrote you before about the arrangement
Dr. Hans Sennyolz has with the International College,
enabling him to give graduate degreees on a tutorial basis. As I no doubt explained, he asks that
degree candidates attend his classes at Grove City
College for a semester. In view of your persistence,
I thought it might be worth your while to write and
ask if he would be willing to take you on as a student even though you cannot spend a term on campus.
He might be ready to give you reading assignments
to do on your own and then let you write a thesis
after satisfying himself that you have gained sufficient understanding from your readings.
I believe
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Dr. Hans Sennholz
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February 11, 1986
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the International College leaves the requirements for
graduate degrees entirely in the hands of the professor.
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This fellow's name is Keith Lochard. I am writing you about
him in case he should get in touch with you. He seems to be
pretty serious. Otherwise I know very little about him. He
has never been here and we have never met him personally •
SincerelY0
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